
HD 8370 

Insert-A-Bind Wire Inserter/Closer

-  Inserts and closes in one easy step

-  Eliminates manual insertion of wire

    into documents

-  Easily adjustable for varying sizes

-  HD 8370 closes 3:1 pitch

-  Closes lengths 5-1/2" thru 14"

* Shown 
  attached to HD 7700

HD 4170 

Coil Inserter Module

-  12" dual powered adjustable rollers for 

    easier and more accurate coil insertion

-  Gauges for book thickness and coil sizing

-  Stand alone coil inserter

-  Inserts all pitches and diameters

-  Comes with crimper pliers holder

-  Can be use as a stand-alone unit or can be

    attached to any OD or HD series machine

Volts: 115
Amps:      3
Hz:   60  

HD 8000 

14" Wire Closer 

(replaces HC 8300)

-  14" binding edge

-  Closes wire  3/16" to  1-1/4" in diameter

-  Mounts to both OD and HD equipment 

    with the use of MK2000 kit or can be

    used with stand alone production feet

Volts: 115
Amps:      3
Hz:   60  

BINDING MODULES
Expand the use of the HD and OD Series punch 

by adding a binding module

Volts: 115
Amps:      1
Hz:   60  

* Only attaches to 
   OD Series machine

**Kits available to attach existing HD modules to OD machines**

OD 3500 Binding Station
-  All HD and OD modules will mount on 
   your OD series punch

HD 4470 

Comb Opener Module (replaces OD 4400)

-  Will bind up to 2" thick

-  Opener has adjustable ring opener 

   control for exact book placement

-  Mounts to both OD and HD equipment or 

   can be used with stand alone production 

   feet

OD 4300 

Plastic Coil Inserter Module

-  Binds books up to 1-1/8" thick using coil 

   diameter up to  

   32mm

-  Handles lengths from 6" to 36"

-  Provides electric coil inserting and

   patented Lexan Guide 

   for easier insertion

-  Mounts on OD punch or OD 3500

PAL-M

Piks-A-Lift Module

-  Manual lift that provides average 

   paper count accuracy of + or - 1 sheets

-  Fits on any vertical HD or OD punch

APES-14

Automatic Paper Ejector and Stacker

-  Attaches to HD 7000 and HD 7700 

   punches

HDE 4100 

12" Electric Coil Inserter

-  Inserts all pitches and diameters 

    up to 50mm

-  Adjustable lower roller for faster, more 

   accurate coil insertion

-  Mounts to both OD and HD equipment or 

   can be used with stand alone production 

   feet
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